Down
1 The cosmos
4 **Golden Record** contains sounds and images to represent Earth for intelligent extraterrestrials
6 Community enrichment program
7 The systematic study of the physical & natural world through observation & experiment
8 This agency’s mission is to “pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery, & aeronautics research”
11 The world’s largest and highest energy particle accelerator
13 PhysCon speaker talking about interdisciplinary applications of tomography
14 Connect with something else in one’s mind
15 To span
16 People who study
19 **Blue** hint: Apollo 17
20 Equilibrium
21 Inclusive
22 Correspond to
23 Amalgamate

Across
1 The cosmos’s natural satellite
2 Earth’s largest artificial satellite
3 Earth’s largest artificial satellite
4 **Golden Record** contains sounds and images to represent Earth for intelligent extraterrestrials
5 PhysCon speaker & exoplanet expert
6 Community enrichment program
7 The systematic study of the physical & natural world through observation & experiment
8 This agency’s mission is to “pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery, & aeronautics research”
9 Ceres
10 Worldwide
12 Globe
16 Half of last **Radiation’s theme**
17 European equivalent of NASA
18 Link to
19 **Blue** hint: Apollo 17
20 Equilibrium
21 The theme of the 2012 PhysCon
22 Correspond to
23 Amalgamate